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TECHNOLOGY

The fundamental properties of a good boot are well known: a shell that is rigid enough 
to transmit energy and sensations together with the lightness needed for freedom of 
movement. This dual objective led to the SENSOR GRID concept.

Two internal lasts based on the same 
construction, designed to fit as closely as 
possible to the foot with perfect anatomical 
wrap.

100 mm for ALLTRACK PRO models
102 mm for ALLTRACK models

SENSOR GRID INTERNAL LASTS

 4 BUCKLES

 RESPONSIVENESS

 REAR SUPPORT

 FOOT WRAP

 HIKE POSITION

 NON-SLIP SOLE

  INTERCHANGEABLE ALPINE  
OR WTR HEELPIECES

ALLTRACK WAS SPAWNED BY CROSSING THE CHARACTERISTICS  
OF A PISTE BOOT WITH THOSE OF A FREERIDE BOOT:

A CLEARLY VISIBLE GRID BUILT INTO 
THE SHELL BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE: 

1. Enhances the shell while also boosting its 
torsional and flexural rigidity. The result is a 
shell that weights 10% less than an equivalent 
traditional boot for ultimate ski performance.

2. Improves foot wrap thanks to the diagonally 
structured frame, enabling more precise 
steering.

SKIBOOTS

ALLTRACK
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TECHNOLOGY

Because everything starts with the foot, the ALLTRACK liner 
has been designed around it. Each area of the foot plays its 
own role in ski steering control. The OPTISENSOR 3D liner was 
designed with these requirements in mind.

1. SUPPORT zone
rigid materials at the rear heel area of the liner provide perfect heel 
support for guaranteed precision.

2. WRAPPING zone
the position and design of the materials at the instep ensure superior 
support and excellent control. The laces supplied in the box allow 
wearers to extend the lower leg wrap for even better performance.

3. COMFORT zone
the ankle bones are a sensitive area, often prone to problems. To ensure 
supreme comfort, this zone comprises a soft material across the entire 
liner.

4. MOBILITY zone
on both sides of the liner, an elasticated section lets the liner rock 
towards the rear in HIKE position for easier climbing.

OPTISENSOR 3D LINER ROCKER HEELPIECES
 - WALK TO RIDE

THERMAL INSULATION HIKE MODE

This liner has excellent thermal insulation thanks to the use of 
THINSULATE® and THINSULATE PLATINUM®. According to our 
laboratory-based thermal imaging studies, these technical fibres 
developed by 3M provide the best thermal insulation currently available 
on the market.
 
   THINSULATE® PLATINUM: This very thin fibre is 

used mainly in clothing thanks to its elasticity which 
supports freedom of movement. In a liner, it works 
ideally with the other materials to provide perfect 
foot support for great skiability.

   THINSULATE®: As a very thin fibre, it does not affect 
the technical properties of our liners, but enables 
excellent foot envelopment for great skiability.

These rubber or PU Rocker heelpieces make walking si-
gnificantly easier through improved surface grip due to a 
natural foot roll. Their design also enables a very high level 
of skiability, with the rigid zones giving the boot added 
strength under torsion.
The ALLTRACK 130 WTR boot is supplied with WTR heel-

pieces fitted. Heelpieces according to the ISO 5355 ALPINE standard 
are provided in the box.
The other boots in the ALLTRACK range are supplied with heelpieces 
conforming to the ISO5355 ALPINE standard. WTR and Touring stan-
dard (ISO 9523) heelpiece kits, depending on whether or not the All-
track boots have a non-slip sole, are available separately.

WALK TO RIDE - is a specific hallmark certified by TÜV 
(certification and inspection body), which guarantees 
official compatibility between specific ski bindings, 
including Rossignol’s DUAL models, and specific 
heelpieces. These heelpieces make walking easier without 

any trade-off in safety and performance thanks to the TÜV hallmark.

A lever at the rear of the cuff lets you change very easily from SKI posi-
tion to HIKE position and vice-versa.  

 Lever up: hike position
 Lever down: ski position.

ULTRA SOFT MATERIAL
4/MOBILITY

SOFT MATERIAL
3/COMFORT

RIGID MATERIAL
1/SUPPORT

MEDIUM MATERIAL
2/WRAPPING

SUPPORT WRAPPING COMFORT
ALLTRACK PRO

WITH ROCKER HEELPIECES

SKIBOOTS

HIKE

SKI
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